Martin L. Kaufman Collection

CAT/Air America

Box 1

Colonel Kaufman served as the Air Force Liaison Officer with Air America in Southeast Asia. His files represent the activities undertaken by Air America on behalf of the U.S. Air Force in Southeast Asia.

1 Kaufman biography, calling cards and memo clippings Statement of the China Post One which was left at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 1989
2 Death benefit claims under Air America contracts
3 Air Force briefing charts SEA Special Projects contract FO4606-0002
4 Pacific Corporation summary of Air America flying and support service contracts
5 End of tour report by James E. Spencer
6 SEA Special Projects contract consolidation papers 1971-72
7 Background information on Air America, Inc. Vientiane, Laos
8 Price negotiation memorandum 1971 Air Force Contract FO4606-71-C-0002 1972
9 Contract AF62 (531)-1841 1965
10 Contract AF62 (531)-1758 1962
11 Contract AF62 (531)-1683 1962
12 Contract AF62 (531)-1674 1961
13 Air Weather Service in Southeast Asia, 1961-76: A Pictorial Account by Margaret C. Faulbaum 1979
14 The Pacific Corporation and Subsidiaries: Description of Organization, Facilities and Operations by Dixon Spears Associates 1973